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Dedicated to the questfor meaning ofthe world's great mysteries and the unending search for knowledge, wisdom and understanding.
PHARAOH’S SINGULAR SEAL OF MIGHT AND RIGHT

ROD OF POWER... protrudes from the right hand of the colossal 
800 ton statue of Ramses II at Memphis. Hieroglyphs inscribed 
into the sacred cylinder resemble a kind of seal — an energy 
presence — could be subjectively sensed of feit within the 
immeditate vicinity of the hand and cylindrical rod of power.

AN INSTRUMENT OF INITIATION...? Slightly retouched, 
side-view reproduction from color photo, reveals the additionally 
inscribed wristband and beit girdling the Pharaoh’s right wrist 
and waistline respectively. Upon further Investigation, the 
oval-shaped power device held in the monument’s hand, proved 
to have been bored out from the bottomside up. This phenom
enon was noted as members of our March 1980 expedition — 
while lying on the cement floor — examined the interior hollow 
with the aid of flashlight. Much to our surprise — though we 
couldn’t be absolutely certain, due to poor lighting conditions — 
the closed interior end of the power rod appeared to be addition
ally inscribed; and for what reason? Notice the unretouched 
flare that appears on the Pharaoh’s hand. Unfortunately, much 
of the bright orange hue, evident in the original color slide, has 
been lost in the three-step photo process presentlng it in repro
duction here.

ONLY THE SPHINX KNOWS
THE SPHINX... reportedly carved out of natural, hard rock, 
was not sculptured at another location and brought to the Giza 
site as suggested by some writers on the subject. After careful 
Investigation during two expeditions (March 1979 and again in 
the spring of 1980), it has definitely been determined that; 
1. The Sphinx was indeed carved on site, likely from a stone hill, 
similar to, though much larger than the one seen in the Sphinx, 
profile backdrop (PG.12 photo). Acloseupview of this stone hill, 
taken from a nearby cemetery (lower photo), gives some indica- 
tion of the type of natural structure and geologic material the 
workmen and artist’s began with in shaping the Overall Sphinx 
form. 2. Scientists, from the University of California at Berk
eley, have reportedly driven drill rods deep into the body of the 
Sphinx, apparently seeking hollow cavities and apparently 
without success. 3. On two occasions, other scientists drilled 
a number of approximately 4 inch diameter holes in the temple 
floor lying a short distance before the Sphinx’ forepaws. In 
most cases, at approximately 30 feet depth, the holes began to 
fill with water. This discovery suggests that the old Nile River, 
which flowed past the Sphinx’ forepaws thousands of years ago 
is still connected (at least to some degree) with subterranean 
water activity In the region of the Sphinx and Temple area. 
4. To Support the foregoing speculation, the following impartial 
evidence is offered: (A) A deep well shaft excavated centuries 
ago by hand, lying to the rear of the Sphinx, and on a line 
running in the general direction of, and between the Kephren 
and Cheops Pyramids, leads to ancient subterranean tomb 
chambers carved out of the Giza Plain’s solid granite and lime
stone. Below the burial chambers the well shaft continues 
perhaps another 30 feet, where water is drawn out from above 
by an antique flywheel pump. (B) It’s possible that this water 
source is derived in orgin from Nile River seepage common to 
the shallow water veins running under and before the Sphinx, 
which is perhaps 70 feet in elevation below the Sphinx locale, 
then the supposed existence of a secret passageway in front of 
the Sphinx and the hidden temple presumed to be underneath, 
either do not exist, or are certainly flooded with water from the 
Nile which (by the way) now lies a few miles distant: The village 
of Nazlet El-Samman occupies some of the intervening distance, 
having been constructed atop Nile River alluvium laid down over 
the centuries with the ever changing and receding Nile River 
shoreline. Finally, 5 Dowsing checks made throughout the 
Sphinx and temple complex area revealed (a) that there are 
water and rock/sand debris filled cavities at certain locations 
below the Sphinx locale, (b) However, no such cavities filled 
or otherwise existing could be found at the often suspected 
Sphinx forepaw region. Therefore, (c) the possibility of a secret 
entrance via the Sphinx forequarter area — one presumably 
leading to the presumed, secret Sphinx Temple and extended 
passageway, ostensibly running Underground to and into the 
Great Pyramid — could in part exist, if the point of origin can 
be found. Dowsing indicates that this legendary portal will 
more likely be discovered on a line running several yards north- 
east of the Sphinx, where it eventually follows a subterranean 
path leading in the direction of the Great Pyramid’s southeast 
corner. In addition (d), further Investigation should reveal the 
presence of heretofore unknown Underground passageways 
and chambers below the Great Pyramid’s northwest corner. 
Bill Cox.



MOSES POWER, A FORGOTTEN TECHNOLOGY 
by Patricia Villiers-Stuart

I wanted to find out upon what geometrical principles 
mazes worked, the kind found on Cretan coins, cerca B. C. 300; 
those cut out of turf in Oxfordshire, and carved into stone in 
Cornwall and Ireland.

I soon discovered similar stone inscriptions had been vari- 
ously depicted by the Hopi Indians ofNew Mexico and could be 
found elsewhere in the world. These mazes were not designed 
for one to get lost in. They were created instead, to enable one 
who studied them correctly, to develop new insights and bene
fit from this newly gained knowledge and wisdom. In the past, 
treadinga maze was ealled “takingajourney to Jersualem”, 
a kind of armchair trip to the Middle East, as it were.

I found the aforementioned mazes worked on a square of 30 
with the diagonal of a 7 x 1 rectangle, and that this diagonal 
was considered sacred by the ancient Egyptians. This was my 
first mathematical-symbolical link with Moses, and perhaps 
the high powered energy he must have used to produce such 
startling effects as reported in the scriptures. Fortunately, the 
Jews faithfully preserved the letter and numbers of their laws 
since the time of Moses, so it is still possible to reactivate his 
formula. I believe this ancient knowledge contained the 
secrets ofhow one could bring down walls by sound, cosmically 
cook sacrificial animals, cause flocks of birds to fall dead in a 
ring and make these wild fowl lethal to eat, little known 
episodes which caused deaths and brougkt disease to many not 
wearing a specifically stipulated, protective clothing. The 
techniques for bringing about these and similar events have 
been faithfully recorded in the Holy Bible. But this seemingly 
hidden power’s connections Ivith Egyptian geometry and 
number hasn ’t been so clearly understood.

The Egyptians themselves likely forgot that Ancient 
Sumerians made a surprising list of number triangles mount- 
ing into the thousands. I tried working them out and found 
that by using the smallest scale possible, my worksheet needed 
to be about the size of greater London. Abraham, reportedly 
came from Sumeria. As a Sumerian descendant educated in 
Egypt, Abraham was able to produce a spectacular flowering 
of his genetic inheritance. The Bible is very precise in giving 
details of the necessary constructions, articles and clothing 
involved with these Symbols and measurements. Curiously 
so, links with the Great Pyramid’s proportions with a special 
angle at its base were not mentioned. Yet they exist. Perhaps 
the pyramid connection was forgotten by the Israelites of that 
era, and so the knowledge of how Moses had earlier created 
such miraculous effects was gradually lost. Continued on Page 3
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Fourth Dimension Reachout
THE GREAT PYRAMID AS A MUSIC AL INSTRUMENT

By special arrangement, a few members of our expedition- 
ary group to Egypt last March 1980, were able to enter the 
inner chambers of the Great Pyramid a few hours early, before 
the daily tour groups of international visitors began their 
usual outings and innings. We were in search of the massive 
structure’s various keynotes.

One was continually aware of the profound silence, the 
sound of footsteps, echoes and even labored breäthing. All 
could easily be heard along certain passageways. Resonance 
of an unusual order was apparent through sounding in some of 
the rather inconspicuous ■ compartments, and in certain, 
specific locations within the halls and chambers themselves.

We used a Korg, electronic tuner to verify the precise, 
resonant pitch of each location tested, and there were 
several. The human voice was our sound source. By vocally 
modulating with both male and female song, monotones, 
vibrato, exclamations and even shouts, we finally captured 
the most prominent resonant pitch responding at each site. 
We also tested for sharpness or flatness, dynamics and true 
pitch within a 3 octave ränge, üritil we were satisfied that we 
had zeroed in on the one keynote of a particular passageway, 
cavity or apartment.

To be sure, we found the going difficult; for at one end of 
a given tunnel, the resonant vibrations would be quite different 
than those registering at the other end. Moreover, we en- 
countered the expected, sonically “live” and “dead” spots. 
Sometimes there would be two or more tones which caromed 
off the walls with more resonance than the others. Here, we 
had to determine which particular note produced the maximum 
resonance. In most cases however, it wasn’t too difficult to 
determine the one tone, the true keynote of the tested cavity 
or chamber.

We didn’t limit our experiments solely to inner chambers, 
for we had learned from previous investigations in 1979, 
using a pitchpipe, that certain sarcophagus, vaults and even 
seemingly solid stone statues or monuments produced a bell- 
like tone when struck with one’s fist. And, much to our 
delight, most emitted a tuned response, that is, it seemed 
certain that they had been musically carved or assembled to 
naturally resonate to a specific keynote centuries ago.

The following represents only a fraction of the findings 
encountered during the two (1979 and 1980) expeditions to the 
Great Pyramids at Giza in Egypt, led by Mark Singer, of Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. The results of similar tests made in Mexico’s 
Yucatan and Quintanaroo, which by the way, showed amazing 
correspondencies,will be described in future Pyramid Guide

Continued on Page 3

ONE OF TWO TUNED SARCOPHAGI... at Memphis, Egypt. 
The coffer shown here, carved out of a single piece of stone, 
when rapped with the knuckles emits a clear, ringing F# (sharp). 
Curiously so, though one sarcophagus is substantially larger 
than the other on display at Memphis, both are perfeetly keyed 
to F#, that is, their keynotes are identical. An electronic tuner 
was used to determine the correct pitch.



FORGOTTEN TECHNOLOGY (continued)

After reading David Medina's book “God's Weapon" 
(Ark of the Covenant), I began to find close relationships 
between Moses' works, mazes and Egyptian geometry. Me
dina gives a clear description of exactly what was involved 
when Moses and the' chosen few wielded the devastating 
powers of the Ark of the Covenant. In connection with the 
accounts of Moses' power, it appears that the Egyptian first 
born, both human and cattle may have been marked for early 
death because they both wore metal rings. Moses had only to 
activate the force in some way, and it was done. The power 
instrument used, likely contained a System of interacting coils 
Evidence of the ancient knowledge of instruments made up of 
alternate coilings appear in historic sites all around the worid 
in the form of mazes, though long forgotten mazes placed end 
to end make a more satisfactory Circuit than single specimens. 
A Möbius twist existing between them closely resembles 
diagrams of a functioning human brain.

Moses may not have packed mazes around in his various 
desert excursions, but he couid have taken wire or metallic 
thread to fashion a coil maze when needed. I tried experi
ments, by cutting the path of two joined mazes into narrow 
Strips of paper and sticking the two free ends down on a board. 
How couid the resulting tangled coils, rather like two bunches 
of unruly hair be controlled“ I wondered? Their shape was 
inspiring, suggesting that a Biblical solution couid be worked 
out, to analyze the curly confirurations seen in the horns of 
rams, for example. According to the Bible, rams horns were 
placed at each of four corners making up a sacrificial altar. 
Perhaps its a coincidence that Moses has been depicted in 
historic art works with horns protruding from the upper fore 
portion of his head.

Right or wrong, scholars have seen the horn(s) as Symbols 
of power. Superstitions have led eastem worid inhabitants 
to grind the horns of animals into powder, then taken internally 
to serve as an aphrodisiac. The horns too, have long served 
humankind as instruments of sound and communication. I 
haven't yet fathomed the riddle, but it seems there's a subtle 
connection linking thepowers of horn and maze.
In the halls of Ignorance, Form Controls the Mind.
In the halls of Wisdom, Mind Controls the Form.

THE CONTROVERSIAL FOREPAW AREA:., of the Sphinx at 
Giza. Drilling, dowsing, dreaming, astral traveling, mediumistic 
channeling, psychic perceptions and other modes of Investiga
tion have yet to conclusively prove the existence of, or non- 
existence of a secret entrance believed located at the Sphinx’ 
forepaws, and the possibility of a hidden temple and Under
ground passageway presumably leading to the Great Pyramid.

THE GREAT PYRAMID AS A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT (cont.) 3

1. As reported in an earlier issue of Pyramid Guide, the King’s 
Chamber in the Great Pyramid clearly resonates to “C“ (equiva- 
lent to middle C on the piano keyboard).

2. The empty, lidless coffer in the King’s Chamber was cor
rectly tuned by the ancient artisans to concert A. While lylng 
inside the sarcophagus, ‘Guide editor, Bill Cox, gradually raised 
his voice, modulating it upward in the männer of a siren, until 
it became evident that the coffer definitely reached resonant 
Vibration keyed to F below middle C.

3. The same tone (F) above middle C, when sounded through
out the King’s Chamber from outside the saraphagus, did indeed 
produce considerable resonance and should be recorded as having 
significant meaning in the overall pyramid musical design.

4. “While in the Queen’s Chamber, I noticed a peculiar ring- 
ing in my ears (B.C.) and after some concentration in the deep 
solitude, ascertained that this pitch was exactly in D.”

5. In the sound research being done throughout upper Egypt, 
north, middle and South America over the past two years, some 
definite correspondecies began to show. A. That the most 
common, resonant tone encountered throughout the study was 
C, followed by the tones F, G and A. Once in awhile, a surprising 
F#, B or E would turn up. And in all the tests made, the tones 
C# (D ) E , G# (A ) A# (B ) were seldom encountered, whatever 
that means.

6. Finally, repeated sound experiments atop the Great 
Pyramid, on the truncated platform, where some 33 feet of top
stone is missing; the invisible chamber area lying within an 
imaginary extension of the pyramid’s uppermost reaches, reson
ates beautifully in C, though B and a few other notes seem to 
produce exceptional brilliance when sounded by voice or pitch- 
pipe. A paper on this subject, exploring in detail, the Strange and 
surprising musical phenomena already discovered, and still in 
process, will be available later this year. To those interested, 
or who may have some insights to offer regarding this puzzling 
phenomenon, the ‘Guide welcomes all comments and inquiries. 
(For Great Pyramid reference and correlations to music and 
musical instruments, see issue Numbers 11, 24, 34, 35 ancient 
music and musicians #42 and musical Symbols in the Old Testa
ment #48). B C

’Guide Editor, Bill Cox, after intoning the approprlate, res
onant keynote “F” in the sarcophagus of the King’s Chamber, 
of the Great Pyramid in Egypt.



A CURIOUS NICHE IN THE STELE...
before the Sphinx at Giza, Egypt. The 
engraved, upright slab mounted before 
the Sphinx’ breast (between the fore 
paws) was presumable erected by work- 
men directed by Thütmoses III, about 
1500 B.C. The inscriptions depicted on the 
face of the some 9 foot high, stone marker 
have only been explained in rather limited 
terms. Moreover, the backside of the 
large pillar presents a riddle as curious 
as the enigmatic Sphinx itself. One side 
of the stone slab is vertically divided by a 
one inch, raised, vertical cut, which 
borders a stränge, honed-out key with a 
small circular pocket carved in its upper 
center area. The Guide welcomes reader 
opinion on what the meaning of this 
mysterious glyph may be, and a year’s 
free subscription will be given to the one 
who sends in the most imaginative, 
plausible explanation for its purpose.

CLASSIFIED IN THE GUI DE... One column 
inch (14 pictu or 2*/4 Inches wide) available at 
onlyMftOO per column inch, per ad, per Issue 
(camera ready copy). If we typeset, add on $1.00 
per column inch. Prices on special art work, 
halftones, etc...will be cheerfully quoted upon 
request. Life Understanding Foundation reserves 
the right to edlt or reject any ads that do not 
meet with the Standards of this publication. For 
further Information write: L.U.F., P.O. Box 
30305, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105.

BACK ISSUES of The Pyramid Guide #1. 
through #47, available @ $1.00 each 
(current edition $1.50.) Quantity discount 
available on purchases of 10 or more 
@ 25% off regulär price. Write for new, 
free catalog and flyer giving a complete 
resume covering the first IVi years of 
the Guide’s existence. Life Understanding 
Foundation, 741 Rosarita Lane, Sta. 
Barbara, Calif. 93105.

A RASH OF EARTHLY UPHEAVALS

Radioactive pyramid research carried 
on by scientist, Joe Parr of Santa Barbara, 
California, again substanlates the astrol- 
oger’s Claim, that celestial bodies do affect 
all life and our planet itself (see ongoing 
series in #47, 48 and current issue, featur- 
ing Mr. Parr’s startling sunspot and moon- 
cycle discoveries). Parr, has just discov
ered — at this writing — that full and new 
mooncycles in pyramid tests seem to 
forecast at dawn, impending earthshocks 
and the more dramatic volcanic upheavals 
at Mt. St. Helens.

Dr. Rudolf Tomaschek, University of 
Munich geophysicist in 1953, developed a 
compendium of earthquake and planetary 
correlations. Dating the incidence of 134 
significant tremors, Dr. Tomaschek, 
showed that Uranus was usually in a mid- 
heaven position, aligning with time and 
location of the aforementioned major 
upheavals. Scientists öbserving this 
phenomenon down through the years, 
and most particularly between 1903 and 
1906, noted that in five times out of six 
cases, Uranus was indeed directly over- 
head, or within a few degrees either way 
when 23 major quakes shook the earth 
without warning. Devastating quakes at 
San Francisco, California and later, the 
Yokohama-Tokyo and Assam seismic 
shocks all seemed to fall under the in- 
fluence of Uranus mid-heaven appearance 
when it passed into alignment with one or 
more of the planets in our solar System.

Volcanic eruptions, meteor showers 
eclipses, so-called earthquake weather, 
solar, lunar aspects and planetary align- 
ments, historically, all seem to contribute 
to unsettllng earth conditions. Research
ers have known for some time that the 
High Sierra of California react strongly to 
NEW moon periods. The great San 
Andreas Fault System is also easily excited 
during FULL moon cycles.

In May 1980, the series of some 300 
High Sierra, and other California quakes, 
coupled with the west coast, Mt. St. Helens 
volcanic disaster, again confirm that 
sun-moon relationships can put a strain 
on the earth’s crust as various slips, shifts 
and fault movements are given a celestial 
prodding.

The' foliowing shows how accurate 
astrologer, Dr. A.J. Pearce’s Almanac 
predictions were in 1885: He forecasted 
the prime date for upheavals to occur — 
August 29, 1885, and the severe earth
quake August 30th which struck Naples, 
Italy. Then on August 31st, the catastroph- 
ic, Charleston, South Carolina seismic- 
shock took place. Geysers erupted with 
hot sulphur water. Mud and enormous 
quantities of sand were thrown up all 
around the quake’s epicenter. Earlier, 
on July 23rd, 1885, an ocean floor trembler 
occurred at 30 W longitude near the 
equator. About the same time a Japanese 
earthquake of sizeable magnitude was 
recorded. Then followed a subsea volcanic 
eruption west of Malta on August 18, 
1885, and a series of earthquakes in the 
United States. India was also beset with 
a mighty seismic disturbance on August 
25, 1885. Dr. Pearce’s accurate earth

WORDSOF WISDOM 4
FROM WHAMMOND

When reading about Bruce De Palma’s 
“N-Machine” discovery in your #46 
March-April issue of Pyramid Guide, 
De Palma’s Claim that a rotating disc falls 
faster and also rises faster (when thrown 
upward) than a non-rotating disc, I suspect 
that he’s actually “centrifuging” the 
ether.

As the ether is being centrifuged radical- 
ly, more ether is drawn inward axially. 
This action should offset the loss due to 
the centrifugal spin. Here, the axially 
vacuuming of the ether means that the 
rotating disc tends to pump in an up and 
down motion.

So, whether one projects it up or down, 
the disc has a tendency to be drawn into 
these directions accordingly. Therefore, 
the gyrating disc moves faster than a non- 
rotating one. This discovery by De Palma, 
explains; (a) why earth is flat at the poles 
and bulging at the equator,-and (b)- why < 
“g” (accn. due gravity) is 9.83 m/sec 
at the poles, yet only 9.78 m/sec. at the 
equator.

Here we have ether flowing “in” at 
the poles, causing an increased pressure, 
ie. “g” and ether flowing “out” at the 
equator, causing a decreased pressure “g” 
assuming that the ether pressure of space 
is constant.

But, scientists won’t even consider the 
foregoing explanation; namely, that 
gravity is the cause of the differences in 
distances from poles and equator to the 
center of earth, rather than being the result 
of said “difference in distances.” William 
Whammond, Box 145 St. Canut, P.Q. 
Canada.

upheaval predictions were based upon tne 
premise of the greater planet’s approach 
to earth and the celestial equator, coupled 
with this planets’ passage through the 
zodiac signs of Scorpio and Taurus. During 
World War II, allied military strategists 
noted tha| eclipses always seemed to 
precede mass troop movements as noted 
by the astronomer Copernicus, years 
before.

On a recent television program shown 
in Los Angeles, California, scientists 
showed the various attempts being made to 
find a way to make earthquake predictions. 
“Millions of dollars have been spent” 
they said, “and millions more are slated to 
continue research”, with the bottom-line 
comment added by a spokesman for the 
scientists thus Interviewed, saying that, 
“to date, there’s no known method for 
accurately predicting the occurrence of 
seismic shocks. Then, as the program 
concluded, a printed announcement with 
voice-over appeared on the screen, saying 
paraphrased...that, “Viewers are caution- 
ed to avoid being taken in, or to give money 
to unauthorized persons who Claim that 
they can predict earthquake activity.” 
One wonders...“Should we continue to 
contribute millions to authorized persons 
who can’t?” (See Pyramid Guide #40 
“Calif. Catastrophe Predictions on Shaky 
Ground” and Guido edition #41, “The 
Great Quake Warning”).



TESTS PROVE PYRAMID 
AFFECTS GAMMA RAYS

NEW PYRAMID ENERGY INFORMA
TION... based upon the vast research of 
Santa Barbara scientist, Joe Parr, appears 
here in Condensed form. A series of 
research papers presentlng details and 
drawings of Parr’s exciting discoveries 
are now in preparation and will be avail
able later on. Direct correspondence to 
Mr. Parr % the Pyramid Guide. For 
replies, enclose self-addressed, stamped 
envelope.

10. If an E-Cell‘ (a patented product 
of Plessey Electronic-Products) is allowed 
to measure the energy delivered from each 
coincidence event, and integrated over 1 
hour period, it has been shown that a 
New Pyramid with a radioactive source 
placed inside and not previously used, 
will reach füll voltage in 14 days, yet 
the Pyramid replica doesn’t reach full 
energy capability for 65 days. These 
figures are based on the declining slope 
readings from June 4th to December 4th 
only. A lesser period is expected in 
reading the rising slope however.

11. In using the technology developed 
while studying the pyramid, I discovered 
a means to directly measure gravity. Until 
the receipt of the E-Cell no measurements 
were made, but after the E-Cell’s capabili- 
ties were realized, the gravity transducer 
was placed inside a temperature chamber 
delivering its Output to the E-Cell daily. 
Readings were taken each 24 hours, and 
after 50 days a graph was drawn. Much to 
my surprise, the moon phases were not 
equal. Full moon had a very prominent 
“peak” and New moon produced a signifl- 
canf “dip”.

12. The E-Cell was further pressed 
into service, to measure the electro
magnetic events occuring in the King’s 
Chamber and also the micropulsations 
encountered at the research location. The 
gravity, King’s Chamber and micro
pulsations were daily recorded and com- 
pared. (micropulsations are very low 
frequency waves traveling on the surface 
of the earth and are thought to be influ- 
enced by the ionosphere). As a whole, 
gravity, micropulsations and the energy 
in the kings chamber follow a very close 
race up and down the scale from New 
Moon to Full Moon, but when temperature 
variations are eliminated from the gravity 
readings it has been shown the Kings 
chamber closely follows the gravity line.

13. The “apex” or “capstone” of the 
pyramid shows that this area fluctuates 
cyclicly like the other chambers, but with 
one exception; it never goes negative. 
After September 3rd, when the energy 
is plunging to negative levels inside the 
pyramid, the apex area stays slightly 
positive at a quiescent level. The capstone 
is believed (without positive proof at this 
time) to be the focal point of the pyramid. 
The energy available in this area however, 
can be manipulated to influence events 
occuring inside the pyramid.
Joe Parr, Santa Barbara, Caiif.

THE BAT’S PLACE IN THE MYSTER
IES... Why would church designers and 
builders of Notre Dame’s interior structure 
in Paris, France, feature a painted carving 
of the rather sinister and often feared bat? 
Why are grotesque looking gargoyles 
featured in the exterior masonry of 
Europes many great church edifices? 
Were they put there as implants to pre
serve coded ancient knowledge and 
wisdoms understood by masters of the 
dim, distant past? (See Secrets of the Ages 
Seen in the World’s Great Architecture, 
Pyramid Guide #26, November-December 
1976: Also see Pyramid Guide #47 and #48 
GRAIL MYSTERIES). At least one explan
ation reveals that the bat’s form somewhat 
resembles the human thyroid gland. 
According to Dr. Ralph Sierra, of Pureto 
Rico, the “Sella Turcica” (Turkish Chair) 
Spenoid bone cavity at the base of the 
skull, surrounds the pituitary gland, so 
the ductless glands of humans have been 
personified and likened to similar looking 
creatures and Objects. Thus, the symbol- 
ism is veiled to the uninitiated, appearing 
to represent other than that to which it was 
intended. Why then, were carvings dis- 
guided or presented in such an abstract 
männer? Far back in time, likely thou
sands of years before history could record 
certain events; or if writings did exist, 
records which have been destroyed, lost 
or concealed, left the masses in ignorance 
of greater times, and the more highly 
evolved Beings who possessed advanced 
wisdoms and knowledge. In Order to 
endure through the ages the illumined 
ones had to figuratively “go Under
ground.” The ductless glands in human
kind hold the key to several initiatic 
secrets. “For example,” says Dr. Sierra, 
“those who are developed psychically 
often have a large cavity around the 
pituitary gland, and are born with this 
characteristic. On the other hand,” he 
ads,“for those with a closed down or 
constricted cavity around the pituitary 
gland, psychic development will likely be 
retarded in that lifetime. These persons” 
says Dr. Sierra, “are usually very sensate, 
materialistic and worfdiy in their ways.”

"Why should man feel lower than the 
things, man creates? The creator is al- 
ways greater than the thing created..." 
Brown Landone.

SHIVA YOGA 5
Part II

The generally accepted meaning of 
the term yoga is Union or harmony and 
is derived from the root yuj to join or 
weid. Just as in welding two pieces 
of the same metal are made to become 
one by the process of heating and ham- 
ering, so in yoga the enbodied spirit is 
made to become one with the universal 
spirit by certain physical and mental 
exercises. Yoga then signifies a spiritual 
condition, of universal equality and God 
union. When the individual spirit comes 
in contact with the universal spirit, then 
it realizes its ultimate object of repose 
and all of its movements acquire mean
ing and significance.

This union or contact is to established 
in consciousness alone. If the union is 
effected through the repetition of Om, 
Soham or any other name of God, it is 
Mantra Yoga. Through the catches, 
postures and breath control it is Hatha 
Yoga. When exercising control and con- 
centration of the mind it is Raja Yoga. 
In its approach through discrimination 
between spirit and matter, between 
seif and not seif, it is Jnana Yoga. 
By developing one’s finer emotions, it 
becomes Bhakti Yoga. Then, if through 
the disinterested performance of actions, 
it is known as Varma Yoga, and where 
the union is effected through concentra- 
tion on the light reflected in the Ista 
Linga, (crystal), it is Shiva Yoga. In all 
cases, union with the universal is the 
one dominant and recurrent note, how
ever different the process may be.

In Shiva Yoga, concentrated gaze on 
the light reflected in the Ista Linga is of 
vital importance for generating the 
magnetic force galvanizing into activity 
one’s sleeping pineal gland. Thus the 
whole process of Shiva Yoga is directed 
toward awakening one’s dormant pineal 
gland, usually functioning as a rudimen- 
tary slowly evölving organ in most 
people. It is possible to quicken the 
gland’s evolution into a condition in 
which it can perform its function of 
apprehending all events inclusively. 
It is the organ of cosmic thought, as 
important as the human eye in its service 
as an organ which permits the Yogin to 
transcend mathematical time, an illusion 
produced by successive States of con
sciousness as one travels through eternal 
duration.
“LET THINE EYE BE SINGLE...” Shiva 
yoga, as described in this series by 
Tapasvi, Shri Kumaraswamiji, provides 
some insights into this age-old discipline, 
to awaken the dormant centers of self- 
realization and heightened awareness, 
the birthright of all humankind. Additional 
information regarding Shiva Yoga, can 
be secured by writing to his Holiness, 
Kumaraswamiji % Ashram, Tapovan, 
Dharwar, Karnatak State, India.



PYRAMID ENERGY RESEARCH
AN INTERIM REPORT ON THE LES BROWN NEUTRAL 

ZONE AND ITS APPLICATION TO
HUMAN PHYSICAL IMMORTALITY

by Dr. Ken Tamer
I went to Bancroft, Ontario, Canada for 3 days, June 29, 

1979 to interview Les Brown, pyramid greenhouse expert, 
to investigate his work. The world should long remeber him 
for his discoveries. Brown, however, is also a dogmatic man. 
He says the Pyramid’s performance is tied in with Biblical 
teachings. Brown is also a fierce believer in reincamation, 
but the cause of Science is served only by fact and experiment, 
not moralizing.

Here are the facts on Dr. Brown’s discovery of the neutral 
zone and its relation to immortality. He has built a 3-story 
wood pyramid on his farm northeast of Bancroft. It is rein- 
forced with heavy-gauge plastic, having dimensions 30 ft. 
high and a base 44 feet 41/2 inches long by 44 feet 4'/2 inches 
wide. The neutral zone (see diagram) is 5 feet by 5 feet wide 
by 2 feet high, and 200 cubic feet in volume. Plants and 
animals placed in the neutral zone are apparently exposed to 
the potential of immortality. They may not grow, age, decay 
or die. Moreover, the neutral zone likely stops time. Les 
Brown has grown iceberg lettuce and other plants in the zone 
for 3 times the length of their normal lifetime, are they indefin- 
itely stabilized in immortality? The results of Brown’s tests 
in the neutral zone have been confirmed in letters and photos 
he sent to me. He has also appeared in two Canadian tv 
documentaries describing the phenomenon.

In his latest book, not yet released, Brown Claims that 
pyramids release radio waves, cosmic radiation, and magnetic 
energy in regulär 4-day cycles with the energies moving 
through the apex and base corners. Nothing is currently 
growing in the Bancroft pyramid’s neutral zone. In Pyramid 
Guide #37, article on page 1, “Energy Zones Within the 
Replica” some useful data on the neutral zone was revealed. 
The pyramid was seen to be composed of sub-pyramid zones. 
The neutral zone obviously works by reducing entropy to zero.

Some of Les Brown’s recommendations for living a longer 
life include: I. A magnetic beit wom around the waist aligned 
with the north and south poles. II. Drinking pyramid ener- 
gized water or sprinkling it on food to be consumed. Contin
uous scientific research of the neutral zone will determine its 
longevity effect. Brown thinks no one should ever live in a 
pyramid house, but his is wrong. People can adjust and do 
quite well in a pyramid structure.

Meditation or residence in a neutral zone has proven 
beneficial. It also occupies only a fraction of the whole pyra
mid’s total volume but is probably the most important part 
of any pyramid. It is the form’s own self-rejuvenation space, 
and a standing wave pattem of cosmic energy on a 120-hour 
beat. The neutral zone is related to the whole pyramid, a 
supraharmonic and a micropulsation of perfectly balanced 
immortalizing energies, like an acupuncture point of etemal 
youth.

This is the magic key that unites acupuncture, gerontology 
and pyramid energies. A man in balance is a living pyramid. 
Esoteriscists have long known diseases and aging are traceable 
to subtle energy dysfunctions of the astral body easily detected 
by acupuncturists. Gerontologists theorize aging begins 
when brain microcenters age and lead to neurohormonal 
imbalances and make it die of any number of diseases. In 
a Symmetrie universe there is a preventative for this. It is 
energy rebalancing. The neutral zone is God’s power at work, 
a pyramid acupuncture well of cosmic rejuvenation energy, 
defeating aging and death and making eternal life possible 
to all.

Aging and time are closely related to entropy. In a 
no-time zone, aging cannot exist. Time cannot move in a 
no-entropy neutral zone. Entropy is the disorderliness or 
lack or Organization in a system.

The reason why the neutral zone is entropy neutral and why 
it is a no time, anti-aging zone is that it always keeps the 
change in heat at zero, producing total entropy.

Here time itself dies and death is conquered.
Dr. Tamer, lives in Chicago, Illinois.

YEAR OFTHE CHILD... Justin Jivananda Dash (Blissful Spirit 
Soul) son of David (Misimbaranda) and Mary Shapiro, of 
Topanga Canyon, California, radiales the joy of living in pyramid 
structures. The various units make up the Shapiro’s natural 
light, split level floors, ladder to loft, bedroom hideaway; 
functional solar energy Installation, cozy view pads and unique 
life sytle. The Shapiros, active in the Hari Krishna movement, 
welcome inquiry and new friendships along the path. For 
Wednesday and Sunday night get-togethers, Japa meditation 
and free Vegetarian feast in the solar energy pyramid house 
5:00 to 7:00 p.m. Phone: (213) 458-1658. David shows video- 
tapes of some Spiritual film productions he has made during 
his world travels. His wife, Margo, also teaches a vegetarian 
Vedic cooking dass on Saturday afternoons. (ed note: An article 
on the Solar-Pyramid, Energy House, will appear in the next 
issue of Pyramid Guide).
KUNDALINI AND THE THIRD EYE... by Earlyne Chaney and 
William L. Messick, Astara, 800 W. Arrow Highway, Upland, 
CA 91786. @ $11.00 plus $1.00 handling. Earlyne, charismatic 
teacher of thousands throughout the world, draws upon her 
exceptional background as writer and researcher in the fields of 
mysticism and esoteric philosophy. Combined with Messick’s, 
iongtime Middle East Asian experiences, they bring to us in 
one book what one must usually extract from several volumes on 
the subjects of Etheric Anatomy, Christ’s Third Eye Legacy, 
Safeguards on Path to Higher Consciousness: Raising Your 
Sleeping Kundalini; The Third Eye and Symbolism; How to Hear 
the Divine Current, Purifying Your Psychic Passageways, and 
more. The authors say, “Uncover, Re-Discover the Inner Fire 
of the Ancients — for Your Own Success and Soul Growth”... 
Strongly recommended as a working handbook and collector’s 
item. B.C.

$40.00 COPPER FIRE EASY ASSEMBLED KIT

Includes 4 Corners & One Crown

Geometrics

Solid Copper Connectors

Get Acquainted Paper Pyramid
only $2.98 for 9 3/4" x 15 1/8" size. 2T p.o. box 14212
Vegetable, Fruit, Plant Pyramid $3.98^/ South Lake Tahoe, Ca 95702

Knowledge advances in the head,..
Wisdom flourishes in one's heart...

Crystal Craft
PURE QUARTZ CRYSTAL COSMIC CALIBRATIONS

1" AND 2" BASE PYRAMIDS 1’(AND UP) SPHERES
1" AND 2" BASE CONES 1" (AND UP) CYLINDERS,
1 ’ BASE DOUBLE PYRAMIDS CUBES.AND RECTANGLE^

SPECIAL ORDERS ON REQUEST
THADDEUS KROL»BOX 743»SUMMERLAND CA 93067



Vear BM Cox,
Have you eve/t read. RixÖi Montgomery'b "Born to Heal"? 

She debcribeb the Life of a healer bhe callb, "Mr. A" 
and quoteb a btatement from htm about how the enormoubly 
heavy btoneb tn ancient monumentb were joined in place:

"'The people at that time knew nature'b beeret of 
hardentng band tn the bame way that the earth doeb .it. 
They bimply made formb and ftlled them with band, and 
mixed tn the hardentng bolution. Then, after tt boltd- 
tfied, they poltbhed the top 0(J each block to prevent 
detertoratton or beepage and then formed another block 
on top of tt tn the bame männer". Montgomery "Born to 
Heal" page 43.

The great blockb of roek at Stonehenge have been 
traced to a quarry or outeropptngb-and bome of the pathb 
along which they were dragged are known. Egyptian 
quarrteb have been found atbo--the quarry roek betng 
tdentteat to the monumentb eompobition. Although a 
Locally dertved hardentng bolution added to band onbtte 
could have produced btoneb whobe compobttton exactly 
matehed Local, natural, roekb.

» if geologibtb were to examtne the Leabt weathered
btoneb tn other anctent monumentb, roekb ortgtnaLly 
formed from band, they mtght find evtdenee pf btone- 
worktng tö'dibpute the btone hardentng tdea, though 
ftnibhtng and poLibh'tng would have to be excluded.

Anctent btonework tn Andean monumentb near Cuzco 
overhang their amaztngly fine, mortarlebb beamb, 
tooktng ab though the btoneb have gabt bagged over and 
tnto one another like band bagb. One ean envtbton 
the btoneworkerb removtng the formb bo that the blockb 
would btump and obliterate the markb made by the 
formb, and btill keep thetr c enterb of gravity low, 
except where the bideb aß. the btoneb were perfectly 
vertical.

Many bandy or bedimentary roekb give evidence of 
rather fabt hardentng. Roekb rippled by water or with 
dibtinctly outlined footprintb would boon acquire crackb 
or weathering tf they had hardened biowly tn the air, 
or acquired more Lay erb of bediment tf hardened biowly 
tn the water.

In the nineteenth Century, mabonb came through the 
New York area making handbome houbeb of cobblebtoneb and 
mortar. The mortar wab reputed to have been made by 
a beeret formula—one of whobe tngredientb wab rumored 
to have been nitrogen (blood, urine, cow’b milk, etc.). 
Actually, there were beveral groupb of mabonb, i underbtand, 
with different formulae. Tor many of the houbeb, the 
mortar Tb btill tn good conditton today debpite TOO 
degree heat bummer temperatureb and 15 degreeb in the 
wtnter. ,

if archeologibtb with bpecial traintng tn mabonry 
and geology btudied anctent monumental btoneworkb afrebh, 
perhapb they could find evidence to confirm Mä. A'b 
explanation regarding ancient btone workb and monumentb. 
A- ; ■ ■Man.&etvtr, -New York.

Anger and gossip are sins against Love.

EGYPTOLOGIST DISCOVERS THE GREAT PYRAMIDS PRIME 
NUMBER... as being 76. Dr. Dee Jay Nelson, Ph.D % Explorer’s 
League, 719 Highland Park Drive, Billings, Montana 59102, 
and a member of Mark Singer’s recent Egyptian expeditions has 
published a fascinating booklet entitled: PYRAMID SCIENCE 
NOTES. Dr. Nelson, has prevlously co-authored several other 
unique and very informative booklets and papers concerning his 
discoveries in his many visits to Giza and Saqqara. He has also 
co-authored an extensive work with D.H. Colville (De Vorss and 
Co.) called: LIFE FORCE IN THE GREAT PYRAMIDS... ably 
demonstrated by the “Two”, that through muscle testing and 
other techniques, they could quantify the reality of higher energy 
manifestations within a pyramid; a perfeetly natural aspect of 
molecular-electric matter, and, that the Khufu (Great) Pyramid 
was buiit according to exact necessary proportions to render it 
reasonantly active. Dr. Nelson’s small book PYRAMID SCIENCE 
EXPERIMENTER, features diagrams and diagrams some labora
tory devices used to demonstrate this natural power.

i

MUHAMMED... overseer, and assistant to the chief inspector 
of antiquities at Giza Pyramids, carries on with a tradition dating 
back to the middle of the las"t Century. His father and father’s 
father, held the same postion, and were in most cases, chief 
guide and assistants to the greats and near greats of Great 
Pyramid research fame, beginning with extensive excavations, 
archeological investigations and incredible discoveries when less 
was known of Egyptology, Pyramidology and the great treasures 
of Tutankhamen. The Pyramid Guide staff wishes to thank this 
most affable and “real-life” Pyramid Guide for his generous 
and enthusiastic Cooperation during our period of investigations 
at Giza last March.

A JOURNAL... of study into the nature of higher energies offers; 
application of magnetic energies on plants, fluoridation, medical 
hypnosis; dowsing, noxious earth rays and related subjects. 
Send inquiries to: The Canadian Society of Geobiology and 
Biomagnetism; 5854 Swayze Drive, Niagra Falls, Ontario, 
L2E 6Z2, CANADA.

“A JOINING TOGETHER OF MODERN, AND OCCULT SCI
ENCES OF THE MYSTERY SCHOOLS“ INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE... to be held September 13, 14, and 15th, 1980, 
(workshops) Hourne Farm, Crowborough, East Sussex, England 
(about 1 hour & 20 minutes train ride south from 
London’s Victori Station), sponsored by Peter and Vin Rendel, 
telephone Crowborough 61093. Accommodations available. 
Featured lectures and dass Instructors; Dr. Douglas Baker, M.D., 
Harry Oldfield, scientist, Dennis Stoll, Peter Rendel and Bill Cox, 
Guide Editor. A blending, and understanding of modern and 
ancient (Sacred) Sciences will be thoroughly explored at this one- 
of-a-kind gathering. Make your reservation early. Meet with the 
Speakers at this active center located on the lovely old English 
countryside. Special added attraction: Leonard G. Cramp, author 
of the internationally populär book, “PIECE FOR A JIGSAW” 
will give a talk on UFO Propulsion.

UPCOMING... Great letters from readers and, New Age Survival 
in style... Inner Journey to Other Planets... $ Answers From Spirit

» SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
| The Pyramid Guide, bi-monthly, International Newsletter 
(subscription, yearly prepaid $9.00, Canadian $10.00 and 

overseas by airmail $13.00. New □ Renewal □
| Mail Postpaid to:.......................................................................
* Street or P.O...................................................................'..........
I City & State................... . ...........................................................
| Zip...................... ......

I Current Edition Single Copies $1.50
ORDER FROM: Life Understanding Foundation,

(P.O. Box 30305, 741 Rosarita Lane, Santa Barbara, 
CA93I05. Phone (805) 682-5151

| BACK ISSUES OF THE PYRAMID GUIDE NEWSLET— 
’ TER in any combination or series...$1.00 each. 25%

» Discount...on quantity Orders of ten or more Previous 
Editions



LIFE ON OTHER WORLDS?

Scientists who should know about such 
things as astronomy, physics, Chemistry, 
space research and so on, are taking a 
strenger stand that earth Supports the 
only life throughout the galaxy and the 
cosmos beyond.

A significant representation of these 
scientific investigators recently attended 
a Maryland University Symposium. 
“Where Are They?” (extraterrestrial 
life forms) the Speakers ask. “It is 
futile to expect close encounters with any 
kind of alien beings,” adding... 
“There’s no scientific evidence that 
earth has ever been visited by alien 
beings.” Comments from other Con
ference representatives claimed that 
the formation of a planetary System is a 
very rare event based upon presently 
known research. “No planet outside of 
our solar system has yet been discov
ered,” said Dr. J. Patrick Harrington 
of Maryland University.

A Trinity University Texas scientist 
and West Virginia astronomer then 
proclaimed: “It’s difficult to avoid the 
conclusion of our uniqueness.” Most 
scientists attending the Winter ’79
Conference shared the view that the
major volume of planets are generally 
made up of the light elements, including 
hydrogen and helium and are therefore 
incapable of sustaining life (life as we 
know it on our planet). “The accident 
that created life on earth was so improb- 
able as to be miraculous,” they conclud- 
ed. But, this view didn’t go unchal- 
lenged. “At very high temperatures, a 
silicon-based life chemistry might be 
possible,” said two scientists from New 
York. ‘ ‘ One might conceive of a life form 
based upon energy (in pattern) rather 
than as matter — a kind of radioactive 
life form that could inhabit the furnaces 
of stars.”

Eisewliere, Dr. Robert Jastrow, space 
scientist and author of three books on 
modern astronomy, who was invoived 
in the voyager probe to Mars, para- 
phrased from a recent interview for 
New Age Gazette, said: ...All tests 
were positive as far as scientists could 
determine in the search for plants,

SACRED GEOMETRY

The Algebra of Alchemy 
by Richard XP Snead

THE WAY OF THE INITIATE. Initia
tion, education and trial in the old temple 
schools of the Mysteries was as much of 
a process of Observation as it was a 
teaching. Certain experiences were 
requisite In being advanced to a higher 
grade. Many aspirants, disciples and some 
initiates passed out from the vale of the 
Temple after having celebrated attain- 
ments in the Lesser Mysteries.

FORCING THE INTELLECT. Modern 
day learning techniques used in rote 
memorization are calculated to dull one’s 
speculative, reasoning function which 
orginates in the soul of man and throws 
one into the current lazy afternoon of mind, 
the dwelling place of mental inertia.

A singulär conceit is at the root of the 
stampeding version of civilization suggest- 
ing that culture, Science and civilization 
are recent innovations. Is it our manifest 
destiny to march in doubletime where 
angels fear to tread, at the expense of the 
planet, itself a sentient being among 
all living creatures?

UNNATURAL PROGRESS. Growth 
for the sake of growth is the ideolgoy of 
the cancer cell. A law or set of laws 
govern the Stimulation and limitation of 
movement and growth^ These laws, known 
collectively as the Canon, reveal the 
preeminence of geometrical factors of 
Progression as the only stable factor in 
the universe.

THE MATING OF MATH AND 
MUSIC. These factors, recognizable alike 
by reason and intuition, by geometries 
and musical harmonies reveal the perfec- 
tion and harmony which underlies the 
universe. The earth is a giant crystalline 
energy form, continually murmuring 
to itself the Song of the Spheres. And 
when the quality and tone, pitch and 
timbre of the universe changes, it com-
mences a new song. Eventually, all come 
to know that a new age has begun.
animal-like organisms or any kind of 
life on Mars... But the same scientists 
who were a little bfased, believe the 
'results were due tö Chemical reäctions 
rather than biological life.” Dr. Jastrow 
wasn’t convinced, however. “...In one 
test for Martian microbes, there’s no 
Chemical explanation that can explain 
the results thus obtained,” he said.

Even though the discovery yielded up 
only traces of microbes, Jastrow coh- 
cludes that if there are microbes on 
Mars, “...this information teils us 
that life evolved on two planets in one 
solar system and implies that life is, 
therefore, common in the universe. 
And Rev. Robert Short, of Joshua Tree, 
California, poses this question: “How 
could any testing for life on Mars below 
and around the landing space vehicle 
be accurately obtained? The intense 
heat and blast from the rocket wouid 
anihilate any organic life in and on the 
soils and rocks so examined.”

LEFT IN DOUBT... Notice the left hand of 
the ancient Egyptian maiden. It is attach
ed to her left arm...but...it is a right hand. 
This phenomenon appears in other Egypt
ian pictographs and was purposefully 
rendered in this fashion by the artisan. 
The hands of all other figures are correctly 
drawn, so some hidden meaning has been 
emplanted in this wall painting. Your 
intuition knows the answer. If it comes 
through, please let us know what it is. 
(Thanks to author John Anthony West for 
calling our attention to this enigma).

The SILVER CORD

UNION OF THE SIXES

THE SILVER CORD OR SIXES... as 
illustrated. Though described in esoteric 
writings, the nature of the Silvery Cord 
still remains a puzzling subject, even 
among advanced students of the mysteries. 
Clairvoyantly seen, it appears as two 
(mirrored) sixes, horizontally and vertically 
attached at their Inner points, where 
Separation takes place following death, 
with one six staying fixed to the higher 
bodily vehicles and the other remaining 
fastened to the dense physical body. 
One end of the cord is continuously attach
ed to the heart (seat of the seed atom) 
during a person’s lifetime. But, before 
the cord snaps (where the sixes unite at 
the hooks) anytime up to 84 hours following 
death, the deceased reportedly reviews 
all lifetime events and experiences pre
viously impressed upon his/her vital, 
pre-physical body. Members of our recent 
Egyptian expedition were quite amazed to 
find a bronze wire wound into the shape of 
the “sixes” lying unlabeled in a glass case 
at the Cairo, Museum. Scientists may try 
to explain this one away as coincidence or 
chance ornamentation if questioned as to 
its meaning. But it won’t be an easy task, 
for this ordinarily invisible organ Stands 
unique and alone in its shape as an ancient 
Symbol.

J
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CRYSTAL GROWING SOMEWHERE

Word comes to the Guide from Leather- 
head, Surrey England, that British engi- 
neer, Ray Gluckman, may own the world’s 
largest home-grown crystal.
While a schoolboy of 14, in 1968, Ray 
began to grow a crystal from chromealum, 
an egg cupful of glowing purple liquid. 
Within a few months, he had to put the 
ever expanding crystal into a jam jar. 
The shape, resembling two lavender 
pyramids connected base-to-base grew 
ata rapid pace.

Presently, Gluckman had to transfer 
his specimen to a large plastic bücket. 
Twelve years later, he cares for his quite 
spectacular, and still growing 40 pound 
crystal in a dustbin. The crystal is about 
25 inches high, too large and too heavy 
to leave in solution so he leaves it resting 
on a sheet of glass, topping it with solution 
and turns it over once weekly to ensure 
even growth. The long experiment has 
already cost him 100 pounds (240.00) 
with no end in site, and no one willing to 
take over and continue the project.

EXPAND YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS TO 
Include Full Knowledge of Yourself — 
in This and all Your Previous Lifetimes — 
Through AWARENESS TECHNIQUES. 
Become a Master on twelve planes of Awareness with NO 
trance, NO drugs, NO hypnotism. Get "Awareness Techniques" 
by Diane & William Swygard, 4 vols. in one, now. Only $7.95 - 
Postpaid.
Awareness Techniques, Box D, Dover, Mass. 02030.

UPCOMING... Rare Photos of Pharaoh’s Solar Boat... UFO Energy Phenomena... Great
Pyramid’s Secret Grotto & Top Platform...

THE SOURCE... Quarterly, focusing into 
the center of earth upon the Hidden Tribes 
of Man... the guarded ancient and historic 
knowledge, and their future destiny 
revealed. Released through Oahques 
Central Earth Memory Center, established 
at America’s Sacred Four Corners. First 
issue just $2.50. One year’s subscription 
$10.00 c/o Oahques Central Earth Memory 
Center, P.O. Box 1291, Cortez, Colo. 81321

EGYPTIAN PYRAMID TOUR Opportunity
Sept- 14 Oct 1

VISIT EGYPT AND THE PYRAMIDS
with Peter Tompkins, Dr. DeeJay Nelson, John Anthony West, Daniel Kolos and 
special guests. Did you miss our March experience? You'll want to join our 
group to study and leam with the Masters; on an intriguing 17 day joumey to 
explore the mysteries of Fgypt. Your hotel room will be within walking dis
tance of the Great Pyramid (Holiday Inn by the Pyramids ).
There will be additional guest Speakers, a Professional photographer and video- 
grapher. Part IV of our documentary film will be made. Full package from New 
York, includes airfare, hotel accommodations, some meals, mini-tours, several 
workshops and Seminars.
In all the worid, there’s only 1. Your total investment $1492.00. Deposits due 
now, limited room available. Next tours... October and Novemher and the March 
World Symposium. Speakers will be Dr. Bill Schul, David Coville, John Anthony 
West, Steven Halpern... plus many others...

For further information:
Please call immediately: Mark Singer 918-665-246$
or after hours: Or write: 4312 S. Mingo Road
(918) 252-1392 Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145

... ... — . "
The UNI-COM GUIDE, a monthly periodlcal 

idedlcated to the cooperative promotlon of human 
growth, research and edueation. UNI-COM in
cludes a calendar of New Age lectures, classes 
and events; times, places and a guide to organl- 
zations, counselors and teachers; articies, re- 
views, photos and Ulustratlons usually originat
ing in the San Francisco Bay region. One year 
subscription $15. Foreign $21,00 - UNICOM, 
Box 11716, Palo Alto, CA 94306. _



PYTHAGOREANISM 
IN ART AND MUSIC

Workplayshop with Rowena 
Pattee and Joel Andrews. 
On this unique weedend, in a 
beautiful garden in Montecito, 
two dedicated Pythagoreans 
collaborate to lead you through 
the major a'rchetypal Symbols 
of the visual and musical arts. 
You will participate in the 
fundamental relationships 
between number, form, color 
and sound to bring order and
harmony to your physical, 
emotional and mental bodies. 
As this lower well-being is 
accepted, higher ecstasies can 
then be experienced. Bill Cox 
will present a lecture: “Great 
Initiates and Initiation”, Sat. 
Eve. 7:30 - 9:00 P.M. Extra 
Paintings, L.P.’s and Cassettes 
will be available.
Place: The Cave of Dawning, 
760 Ayala Ln., Santa Barbara, 
CA 93108
Time: Sat & Sun, Sept. 6th and 
7th, 1980. 10 a.m. till 5 p.m. 
Phones: (805)969-6442, 
969-0416 
Cost: $70-Weekend, $40 per 
day, includes lunch and lecture. 
Mail your registration and $25 
deposit by August 22 to hold 
your space.

“NOTICE HOW SILENT ’ THE 
CREATURES ARE... Just before 
and during sunrise: It is a cosmic 
event in time,” according to 
Master teacher Omraam Mikhael 
Aivanhov, of the Fraternite Blance 
Universelle, whose center is 
loeated at du Bonfin near the south 
coast of France... “Man, in not 
observing the sunrise in silence 
is missing some of the most 
important moments of the day”... 
he adds, in his book THE SPEN- 
DOUR OF THE TIPHERET 
distributed by Prosveta U.S.A.; 
P.O. Box 49614, Los Angeles, CA 
90049 @ $7.95 plus, 50t mailing 
costs, the Master reveals the little 
known power of the sun which may 
be contacted and drawn upon at 
dawn to illuminate and vitalize 
the aware, solar sentinel with the 
birth of each new day.

THE N-MACHINE... Inquiries to 
Bruce De Palma, inventor, may 
now be directed to ENERGY 
UNLIMITED, Rt. 4, Box 288, 
Las Lunas, New Mexico 87031. 
Edition #5 @ $5.00 features an 
article on the N-Machine.

FROM THE OASIS, Vol. 1 Decem- 
ber 1979 #6. P.O. Box 127, Lake- 
mont GA 30552... “Progress in 
Spirit is Vertical — that of life on 
the physical plane is horizontal... 
vertical rising is by means of the 
mind, accepting and open to 
spiritual truths...”

EXCEPTIONAL, SENSITIVE Lithograph» 
of 7 palntings by noted psychic artist, Dora 
Tennyson. (Stamp brings you color bro
chure.) Dora’s extraordinary color prints 
are actually visual mantras, and for many 
observers, provide Windows into the SPIR
ITUAL NOW. These inspirational palnt
ings dispiay light and energy rays that bliss- 
fully impinge on human awareness to 
awaken the wings of life in one’s cocoon. 
Send stamp for free color brochure to: 
NU-Age Art, Box 609, Goleta, CA 93017.

Can we 
know our 
past lives?

Does personality survive death? Do experiences of past lives cling to our con
sciousness—as the scent of a flower lingers on? There are mistakes you could 
avoid—things you could do differently—if you could be certain. Have you feit 
strangely unlike yourself—more like someone eise—with different inclinations 
and personality? Do new places and faces seem familiär?

FREE BOOKLET
Do not let hypocrisy and prejudice deny you the truth about yourself. Rein
carnation is just one of the many subjects dealt with in the Rosicrucian teach- 
ings. You can live more fully, masterfully, if yoü”use your Cosmic powers and 
faculties. Write the Rosicrucians (not a religion) for a free copy of “The 
Mastery of Life.” 
scribe: z.M.K.

The ROSICRUCIANS (AMORC)
San Jose, California 95191 U.S.A.

Scribe Z.M.K.
The ROSICRUCIANS (AMORC)
San Jose, California 95191 U.S.A.
Please send me a complimentary copy of “The Mastery of Life.”
Name____________________________ =----------- -------------------------------------------

Address____________________________________________________________ _

City State :___ .— Zip-----------------------

SPIRALS... a bi-monthly publication — 
featuring articles by great New Age 
thinkers. We aim to bridge the gap 
between science and mysticism. For 
example, read: “The Message of the 
Sphinx”, Elizabeth Van Buren; “Life 
Before Life”, Helen Womback; “Towards 
a Paranormal Brain”, Gopi Krishna; 
“The UFO Debate”, Brinsley le Poer 
Trench. Sample copy 75«. P.O. Box 
29472, San Francisco, Ca. 94129. »



UFO Propulslon, scientific evi
dence, 388 pages, 107 drawings, 
hardback cover $12.00, Hiltons, 
9 West HUI, Dartford, Kent, Eng
land.

THE PYRAMID GUIDE NEWSLETTER, LIFE 
UNDERSTANDING FOUNDATION and the 
Editorial Staff does not accept responsibility for 
Statements made on the quality of product or 
Service offered by advertisers.

The PSYCHIC OBSERVER and CHIMES. Fin
est spiritual and scientific information in the 
psychic field. One year (6 issues) $9.50, Cana- 
dian and foreign $12.50. Box 8606, Washington, 
D.C. 20Q». -

BEYOND DREAMING - wonderful new 
book by Dr. Patrick Nidorf, expiains 
self-hypnosis and fantasy as the basic tools 
for psychic development; 128 pages, 
51/z x 8V2, softbound, 20 illustrations, 
$6.95. ***** Psychic development self- 
hypnosis cassette: $7.95. For limited 
Time: both book and cassette only $10.00. 
Send check to: Dr. Patrick Nidorf, 1930 
Encinitas Rd. #106, San Marcos, CA 92069 
— i« ।

PYRAMID GUIDE READERS...To be 
sure of a prompt reply, all inquiries 
.requesting information by return mail 
in the USA, MUST include a self-address
ed stamped envelope: foreign subscribers 
Include 50« per page reply expected by air.

Not receiving your newsletter...? AD
DRESS CHANGED...? Be sure to notify 
us if you move, as the post office doesn’t 
iforward non-profit foundation 3rd dass, 
,bulk mail.

IN STRÄNGEST EUROPE... Peter Ratazzi 
Read about the marvels and little known facts of 
greater Europe, of Madonnas, Miracles, Magic, 
Monsters and Mausolea, Runes, Art mysteries 
and off the beaten path mysteries still in evidence 
today. For details, write to author: 90 Neville 
Avenue, Hove, Sussex, England.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW WHO BUILT 
THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA 

AND WHY IT WAS BUILT?
DO YOU WANT TO UNDERSTAND THE 
SECRET BEHIND PYRAMID ENERGY 

WHICH IS THE SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE 
OF STANDING COLUMNAR WAVES?

READ: PYRAMID ENERGY EXPLAINED
In 1968 we, Mary and Dean Hardy, had an ex

perience with ffU.F.O. During the experience we 
were told to buiid our sons a pyramid. Since that 
time we havelearned that the pyramid is an in
terdimensional communication device in which 
humanity can learn to overcome time and space.

Cost of the book is $6.00
We also seil blueprints on how to buiid these 

special pyramids. For free information on the 
blueprints or to Order the book, send to: Dean 
and Mary Hardy, R.R.#5 (Dumont Lake), Alle- 
gan, Michigan 49010.

PLEASE NOTE: PR1CES SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

MAP DOWSING and OIL LOCATING hand- 
books, by Verne L. Cameron and Bill Cox, $2.75 
each. Unique and functionally Practical Dowsing 
approaches to the object of your search, both 
locally and at a distance.

CASSETTETAPES by BILL COX, recorded live, 
on: SHAMBALLA, FORM ENERGY, and THE 
TWO ASPECTS OF MIND (INTUITION vs 
INTELLECT). Now available @ $6.00 each. 
Add 50« for postage and handling.

Step-by-step Dowsing books 
TECHNIQUES OF PENDULUM DOWSING and 
TECHNIQUES OF SWING-ROD DOWSING by 
Bill Cox. Two books (sc), dealing with the fasci- 
nating Science of Dowsing. Each one thoroughly 
describes methods and the type of equipment 
used to locate Underground water, minerals, I 
missing persons and pets... how to find and date 
ruins and buried artifacts, test soil. planting 
areas and the quality of foods and liquids. The 
applications for dowsing are endless. Both 
books, profusely illustrated, are written in an 
interesting informative männer by world renown 
dowsing expert Bill Cox. $3.00 each.

AQUAVIDEO, Locating Underground Water by 
Cameron & Cox, (soft cover), $6.95. One of the 
most comprehensive, step-by-step, fully illus
trated Dowsing Methods ever written.

Order above books from LIFE UNDERSTAND
ING FOUNDATION, P.O. Box 30305, Santa 
Barbara, Ca. 93105. Please add 50« for postage 
and handling, foreign add $1.00. Californians 
kindly include 6% sales tax.

j RECEIVE 3 BACK ISSUES AT REGULAR PRICE AND SUBSCRIBE 1 

IFOR V YEAR AT HALF-PRICE. TO CHALLENGE THE UNKNOWN WITH US'
I THE NEW ATLANTEAN JOURNAL

The Nations Most Unique Quarterly 
A Magazine of the UNKNOWN, 

। the UNEXPLAINED and UNEXPLORED 
i 3 back issues and 1 yr. sub. $7.00 
। i
i 5963 32nd Avenue North : |

St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710 |
■ kn—---------------------

Many ailments, esp. cramps-arthritis- 
pain slow healing-headaches — respond 
well to biomagnetic energies. Free litera
ture from Canadian Society of Geobiology 
& Biomagnetsm, 5854 Swayze Drive, 
Niagara Falls, Canada L2E 6Z2.

THE HIGH COUNTRY QUARTERLY... 
$1.00 s.c. Back issues, each is a collector’s 
item containing stories of the old west; 
articles of heritage, Indian and Old Timer 
Profiles by ’Guide editor Bill Cox. Write 
for free catalog and related information 
P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105.

The Light Tranport (HOLOGRAM) 
Foundation, Inc. 308 National Bank 
Bldg., Del Rio, Texas 78840. If 
you are interested in Indian Rock 
Art, Shamans, Illumination, Global 
Prepafation for Shifting of Earth’s 
Spirit Matter Consciousness; Geo
logical Weather Phenomena and 
Climate Control affecting Human 
Conditions; Karma, Earth Survival 
and Cosmic Blueprints for the 
Future, don’t hesitate to-write to 
L.T.F. Conductors at the above 
address. Very interesting...

THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AURAME
TER... a combination Dowsing compass, 
weighlng device and upright pendulum... 
twenty-two years in its development brlng- 
ing it to its present form (unchanged since 
1952)...masterfully created and designed 
by the late Dowsing Mentor, Verne L. 
Cameron...Over 7,000 in use throughout 
the world by both amateur and Professional 
Dowsers. Some say it’s easy to channel with 
the Aurameter, and ideal for senslng things 
and substances, locally and at a distance; 
forms, auras, vibrations and emanations; 
beams and energies of a more subtie na
ture, from organic (anlmate) life, creatures 
and so-called inorganic (inanlmate) things. 
Nickel plated at $49.50 and Copper plated 
Aurameters at $60.00, postpald first dass 
in the U.S. Life Understanding Founda
tion, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, Cali
fornia 93105. Phone (805) 682-5151.
■1 1 ' ' ' '
ION GENERATORS, Music for Medita
tion & Relaxation, Biomagnetism, Solar 
Energy, Underground Housing, Pyra
mids and much more. Send stamp for 
FREE catalog. A.E.U. 8143 Big Bend, 
St. Louis,.MO 63119.
An eccentric genius, is one who knows 
everything about something and figur- 
atively nothing about everything.

EGYPTIAN ♦ EXOTIC JEWELRY * 
PRODUCTS * 
NEO-PYRATECHNIC PRODUCTS ♦ 
Spqcializing in Egyptian Jewelry, Statuary, 
Camp Fabrics, Posters, T Shirts, and books... 
Please write for a more complete list of the Items 
we carry. All jewelry in cloisonne, sterling silver 
or 24 carat gold plate. Also fired pottery Jewelry 
and imported carved stone scarabs. Falence tile 
and stained glass also available. P.O. Box 622, 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252. Robert Short.

ITi€TASCI€rtC€
QUARTERLY

The Parapsychology 
Journal for Today!

• Telekinesis • Astrology
• Precognition • Graphology
• Out of Body • Tarot

Subscriptions
$14 One Year (4 issues)
$26 Two Years (8 issues)
Not available at newstands
Box 32, Kingston, R.l. 02881

FREE HOLOGRAMS
Whll« Ihey lasll



BUDHA IN THE STUPA... Alert observers 
see the great sage in more than meditative 
posture, being also here the pilot of an 
ancient flying machine.

SQUARE-EDEY DEITY OF TIAHUAN- 
ACO. This geometrically carved head 
mounted in a temple wall of Tiahuanaco, 
north of La Paz, Bolivia, compares with 
other unsatisfactorily explained figures 
seen in the various ruins of the Americas. 
Could the sockets be covered with squared 
monacles, goggles, or mysterious eye 
coverings necessa.ry to some purpose 
unrevealed or long forgotten? _________

PROFILE OF THE SPHINX... looking east. This Strange monument was originally 
carved out of natural rock onsite. Some masonry repairs were added later on. Note the 
natural formation rising up out of the Giza plain in the center background.

A CLOSEUP VIEW... of the rocky hill shown in photo above. Though a great deal 
larger than the Sphinx, a promonotory of this type could have provided ancient 
sculptors with the stone mass needed to produce the mighty Sphinx.

DOWSING ENERGY EMANATIONS... from the lidless coffer in the King’s Chamber 
of the Great Pyramid. Forcefieids detected, were of a powerful and unique nature and 
provided specific, repeatable patterns. L. to R. Bill Cox, with Aurameter, Julia Burns, 
Mark and Connie Singer. .

Life Understanding Foundation

SANTA BARBARA. CALIF. 93105
741 ROSARITA LANE


